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Donors in silicon hold considerable promise for emerging quantum technologies, due to their uniquely

long electron spin coherence times. Bismuth donors in silicon differ from more widely studied group V

donors, such as phosphorous, in several significant respects: They have the strongest binding energy

(70.98 meV), a large nuclear spin (I ¼ 9=2), and a strong hyperfine coupling constant (A ¼ 1475:4 MHz).

These larger energy scales allow us to perform a detailed test of theoretical models describing the spectral

diffusion mechanism that is known to govern the electron spin decoherence of P donors in natural silicon.

We report the electron-nuclear double resonance spectra of the Bi donor, across the range 200 MHz to

1.4 GHz, and confirm that coherence transfer is possible between electron and nuclear spin degrees of

freedom at these higher frequencies.
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Electron and nuclear spin coherence of donors in silicon
is of great importance for a number of proposals for Si-
based quantum technologies [1–4]. These schemes cite
among the advantages for Si donor quantum bits: long
coherence times (exceeding tens of milliseconds for the
electron and seconds for the nucleus in the case of Si:P),
high-fidelity manipulation through a combination of mi-
crowave and radio frequency pulses [5], and integration
within silicon devices for measurement [6–9]. Magnetic
resonance studies on P donors in Si have examined electron
spin coherence in natural Si [10,11] and its dependence on
increasing 29Si concentration in the host [12], as well as the
storage of coherent electron spin states in the 31P nuclear
spin [13].

Although there has been a focus on the P donor in Si,
other group V donors such as Bi also possess attractive
qualities as quantum bits [14]. There have been relatively
few recent studies on Si:Bi, an exception being a photo-
luminescence study showing dynamic nuclear polarization
of 209Bi through optical pumping [15]. Bismuth is the
deepest group V donor, with a binding energy of 70 meV
[16] and the largest group V hyperfine coupling of
1.4754 GHz [17] to the I ¼ 9=2 nuclear spin of 209Bi.
These parameters differ substantially from the P donor
(44 meVand 117.52 MHz), raising the question of whether
the same decoherence mechanisms and methodology for
nuclear spin manipulation are applicable. In this Letter, we
examine spin decoherence of Bi donors in natural silicon,
as well as electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR)
spectroscopy to probe the transitions of the 209Bi nuclear
spin. We find that these measurements compare well with P
donors in natural silicon, providing strong motivation to
pursue 28Si:Bi material.

Natural Si:Bi samples were obtained from ultrapure
natSi starting material by a floating-zone technique [18]
and had a room temperature resistivity of 4:5 �cm
(1016 Bi=cm�3). Pulsed EPR and ENDOR measurements
were performed by using the apparatus described in the
supplementary material [19], with spectra simulated by
using the EASYSPIN package [20].
The Si:Bi electron-nuclear spin system can be described

by an isotropic spin Hamiltonian (in angular frequency
units):

H 0 ¼ !eSz �!IIz þ A � ~S � ~I; (1)

where !e ¼ g�B0=@ and !I ¼ gI�nB0=@ are the electron
and nuclear Zeeman frequencies, respectively, g and gI are
the electron and nuclear g factors, respectively, � and �n

are the Bohr and nuclear magnetons, respectively, @ is
Planck’s constant, and B0 is the magnetic field applied
along the z axis in the laboratory frame. The donor electron
spin S ¼ 1=2 (g ¼ 2:0003) is coupled to the nuclear spin
I ¼ 9=2 of 209Bi through a hyperfine coupling A ¼
1475:4 MHz [17]. At high magnetic fields [i.e., !e �
AðI þ 1=2Þ], this leads to ten equally spaced resonances
in the EPR spectrum, each corresponding to a transition
�mS ¼ �1 for a given mI projection. As shown in Fig. 1,
measurements made at the X band (9.7 GHz) are not
entirely in this high-field limit. The EPR spectrum of
Si:Bi was recorded by monitoring the electron spin echo
intensity as a function of magnetic field. A linewidth of
�4 G was measured for each of the ten EPR lines, con-
sistent with inhomogeneous broadening from unresolved
hyperfine coupling to the surrounding �5% abundant 29Si
nuclear spins.
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Electron spin decoherence of P donors in natural silicon
is known to be dominated by spectral diffusion, a mecha-
nism in which spin flip-flop of surrounding 29Si nuclei
modulates the electron Zeeman energy through both con-
tact and dipolar hyperfine coupling [21,22]. The 29Si nuclei
closest to the donor are a ‘‘frozen core’’: They do not flip-
flop due to the strong spatial dependence of their coupling
to the donor electron spin, causing detuning between ad-
jacent 29Si nuclear spins and suppressing nuclear flip-flop
transitions that are allowed in the bulk material. Similarly,
those furthest away are too weak to influence the donor
electron. There is therefore an ‘‘active shell’’ in the region
where the dipolar coupling between neighboring 29Si spins
is comparable to their coupling to the donor electron spin,
which is responsible for spectral diffusion. This mecha-
nism has been predicted [23,24] and shown experimentally
[11] to have an angular dependence corresponding to the
dependence of the dipolar coupling between nearest-
neighbor 29Si spins on the crystal orientation with respect
to the applied magnetic field. Figure 2 shows the measured
electron spin echo decay traces as a function of angle,
measured at the high-field line (5663 G, mI ¼ �9=2).
The behavior is qualitatively similar to that of P donors
in natSi, though decay times are approximately 30% longer.
This can be primarily attributed to the greater binding
energy of the Bi donor compared with P, which shrinks
the effective Bohr radius of the Si:Bi donor in comparison
to Si:P, reducing the size of the ‘‘active region.’’ There is
also a secondary effect resulting from the much stronger
hyperfine coupling to the donor nuclear spin, as described
below.

Although other group V donors are well into the high-
field approximation at the X band (9.7 GHz, 0.35 T), the
large hyperfine coupling to 209Bi causes some level mixing,
as shown in Fig. 1. As a measure of the sensitivity of a
transition frequency f to a change in magnetic field B, we
can extract an effective gyromagnetic ratio �eff ¼ df=dB,
which differs substantially from that of a free electron
(� ¼ 28:0 MHz=T) and also varies for each of the hyper-
fine lines across the EPR spectrum: from �eff �
26:7 MHz=T (for mI ¼ �9=2) to 18:4 MHz=T (for mI ¼
�1=2). The resulting change in �eff alters the coupling of
the donor electron to surrounding 29Si and thus selects a
different active shell, with different statistics of pairwise
29Si coupling. Thus, though the dipolar coupling between
neighboring 29Si spins is primarily responsible for setting
the time scale of spectral diffusion, we may expect an
effect due to varying �eff . Through simulations based on
the cluster expansion technique of Ref. [23], we have
calculated the effect of varying �eff , which predicts a
�5% increase in spectral diffusion times TSD as measured
on the mI ¼ �1=2 hyperfine line, compared to mI ¼
�9=2. The simulations use a Kohn-Luttinger wave func-
tion with the 70 meV binding energy for Bi.
We fit the echo decay traces, such as those in Fig. 2, to a

combination of an orientation-independent T2, combined
with an orientation-dependent TSD, through an expression
of the form:

VðtÞ ¼ V0e
�ðt=T2Þ�ðt=TSDÞn : (2)

The spectral diffusion mechanism has a characteristic
stretched exponential coherence decay, with a typical value
of n between 1 and 4 depending on the regime of spectral
diffusion [23,25–27]. The stretching factor n was found to
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FIG. 2 (color online). Two-pulse electron spin echo decay of
the Si:Bi donor as a function of angle of the applied magnetic
field B0 with respect to the [100] crystal axis. Crystal rotation is
performed in the [100]–[011] plane. T ¼ 12 K and B0 ¼
5663 G.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Electron spin resonance of Si:Bi donors
at the X band (9.7 GHz). (a) Energy levels of the coupled
electron-nuclear spin system as a function of magnetic field.
The allowed EPR transitions at 9.7 GHz are indicated with
vertical lines, each corresponding to a different mI projection
for the I ¼ 9=2 209Bi nuclear spin. (b) Experimental electron
spin echo intensity as a function of magnetic field yields the 10
expected resonances. Temperature ¼ 16 K; simulation parame-
ters: A ¼ 1475:4 MHz, ge ¼ 2:00, and �Bi ¼ 6:962 MHz=T.
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be independent of crystal orientation, while TSD, plotted in
Fig. 3, shows the expected orientation dependence with a
maximum when the applied magnetic field B0 is oriented
along [100] and a minimum when oriented along [111].
Comparing the values measured at two hyperfine lines,
mI ¼ �1=2 (2542 G) and mI ¼ �9=2 (5663 G), we see
agreement with the �eff dependence predicted by the simu-
lations. The stretching factor n showed no significant field
dependence: n2542 G ¼ 2:30ð7Þ and n5663 G ¼ 2:34ð5Þ, con-
sistent with the simulations which predict 2.30(1).

The inset in Fig. 3 shows the predicted values of TSD

from the simulations, which are within �20% of the ex-
perimental values. The magnetic field dependence of TSD is
also well represented, showing a maximum for mI ¼
�1=2. The simulations were performed by using the clus-
ter correlation expansion [28], but it is sufficient to use a
simple pair approximation that includes effects from each
pair of nuclear spins independently [26,29].

The fitting error in the residual T2 parameter is large
when it is much longer than TSD; however, our extracted
values of a few milliseconds are consistent with being
limited by electron spin relaxation (T1) at this temperature
(12 K). We find that T1 is well described by a first-order
Raman mechanism (T�7) in the temperature range 8–16 K,
as proposed by Castner for the range 19–25 K [30] (see
supplementary material [19]).

To study the 209Bi nuclear spin, we used the Davies
ENDOR sequence (�mw � �rf � �=2mw � �� �mw �

�� echo) at each of the ten hyperfine lines to map out
the set of 36 distinct ENDOR lines observable at a given
microwave frequency: For each hyperfine line (i.e., EPR
transition) there are four observable ENDOR transitions
(�mI ¼ 1), apart from at the ends of the EPR spectrum
(mI ¼ �9=2) where there are only two. The measured
frequencies are shown in Fig. 4(a), along with theoretical
curves showing ENDOR frequencies as a function of mag-
netic field.
Two typical 209Bi ENDOR lines are shown in Figs. 4(b)

and 4(c). The ENDOR linewidth ranges from 100 to
700 kHz, depending on the particular transition and field
being measured. In general, the linewidths are broader at
lower magnetic fields or rf frequencies, except for the two
lines corresponding to the mI ¼ �9=2:� 7=2 transition
which are about 350 kHz wide. The ENDOR linewidths we
observe (plotted in the supplementary material [19]) are
well described by a combination of two factors: At lower
magnetic fields (<400 mT), the linewidth arises from the
random dipolar field of surrounding 29Si, as in the case for
the EPR linewidth. This effect is directly related to the
gradient of the field versus frequency curves shown in
Fig. 4(a), which flatten out as the high-field approximation
becomes valid (this also accounts for the greater linewidth
of the mI ¼ �9=2:� 7=2 transition). Correspondingly,
this broadening mechanism is not significant for ENDOR
in other group V donors at the X band given their much
weaker hyperfine couplings. Instead, ENDOR linewidth in
such donors arises from an inhomogeneity in the hyperfine
coupling to the donor nucleus, due to a variation in the
dielectric constant of the material within the donor wave
function caused by the random distribution of 29Si. Such a
mechanism could be responsible for the ENDOR linewidth
in Si:Bi at higher magnetic field (<400 mT), and from our
measurements we can put an upper bound of the inhomo-
geneity in að209BiÞ to be <0:02%.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Extracted spectral diffusion times TSD as
a function of crystal orientation and magnetic field. (a) A fit to
the electron spin echo decay curves provides a measure of TSD as
a function of the angle of the applied magnetic field B0 with
respect to the [100] crystal axis, performed on two of the ten
hyperfine lines: 5663 (blue circles) and 2542 G (red squares).
The solid curve is a spline fit through the data for 5663 G, which
is multiplied by 1.05 to produce the dashed curve. (b) The inset
shows the magnetic field dependence of TSD for six field posi-
tions (� ¼ 0�), showing good agreement with the results of the
simulation (see text). Temperature ¼ 12 K.
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FIG. 4 (color online). ENDOR of 209Bi in silicon. (a) Dashed
curves show the theoretical ENDOR frequencies as a function of
field, for each �mI ¼ 1 transition. Symbols represent those
values measured by Davies ENDOR at the X band, at each of
the 10 resonant fields of the EPR spectrum. (b) and (c) show two
typical ENDOR peaks, at 1345.4 and 677.4 MHz with rf �-pulse
length ¼ 4 and 7 �s, respectively.
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It has been shown that the 31P donor nuclear spin can
provide a valuable resource for storing the coherent state of
the electron spin for times exceeding seconds [13]. The
larger nuclear spin (I ¼ 9=2) of 209Bi provides a corre-
spondingly larger Hilbert space for storing electron spin
qubits, though it also introduces more potential relaxation
mechanisms for the nuclear spin. As we have found for
Si:P, high-fidelity storage or retrieval of the electron co-
herence requires narrow EPR and ENDOR lines and thus a
28Si-enriched host material. We have investigated the po-
tential of the 209Bi nuclear spin for quantum memory and
found that, as expected, the natSi host limits the store and
retrieve fidelity to �63% (see supplementary material
[19]). We can nevertheless measure the decay of nuclear
coherence and found that it is limited by the effect of T1e

(first-order Raman) processes at temperatures above
10 K—random fluctuations in the electron polarization
drive decoherence of the strongly coupled nuclear spin.
Below this temperature, T2n is limited to about 15 ms.
Further work using 28Si:Bi will be required to explore
this limit and investigate the sources of nuclear
decoherence.

We have found electron spin decoherence of Bi donors
in natural Si to be dominated by the same spectral diffusion
mechanism found in the case of Si:P; however, thanks to
the smaller Bohr radius of Bi, the effect is weaker than for
P, leading to 30% longer T2 times. Despite the high
ENDOR frequencies necessary to probe the 209Bi nuclear
transitions, it is possible to excite each transition with a
fidelity determined by the ENDOR linewidth of a few
100 kHz, allowing us to demonstrate the possibility of
storage and retrieval of electron spin coherence in the
209Bi nuclear spin. Applying such techniques to 28Si:Bi,
we would anticipate the ability to store and retrieve mul-
tiple electron spin qubits with high fidelity within the
nuclear spin. Finally, we note that the large energy splitting
present at zero applied magnetic field makes the Si:Bi
donor spin an attractive candidate for coupling to super-
conducting resonators.
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